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1 Introduction

For the realization of an accelerating travelling wave structure, it is important to adjust tho
coupler so that the rf power arriving through a rectangular waveguide is coupled to the structure
without reflection from the input aperture of the first cavity, the coupler cavity. The problem
consists in carefully determining the dimensions of the coupling aperture. In this study we
propose a method to measure this coupling in the case of monoperiodic forward and backward
wave structures. This means that the cells are mainly coupled respectively by the electric field
or the magnetic field. The basic ideas are based on the method of R. L. Kyhl presented in
a SLAC note [I). In the present paper, the method is generalized to electric and magnetic
coupling for all accelerating modes instead of only electric coupling for 2w/3 mode as in the case
of SLAC type structures. The theory is based on the possibility of representing the properties
of electromagnetic modes in periodic structures by coupled RLC circuits. The study of current
J and voltage V versus frequency u» allows the simulation of H and E fields, respectively, for the
different modes appearing in a travelling wave structure.

In the following sections, the passage from the electrically coupled structure including the
coupler cavity to the equivalent RLC circuit is treated first. Then, the case of a magnetically
coupled structure is rapidly explained. Finally the calculation of impedances and the deter-
mination of the Smith admittance chart for a structure matched to the accelerating mode are
presented. Consequently, a coupling measurement procedure is given.



2 Electric coupling

This first part explains how to write, in terms of RLC circuits, the matching of an accelerating
structure on a given mode (without the coupler cavity), the insertion of the coupler cavity and
the input, impedance when the first or the second cavity are short-circuited.

In an electrically coupled travelling wave structure operating in the TMoi mode, any set of
four cells can be simulated by the following circuit :

F

Fig. 1 : Equivalent circuit of electrically coupled structure

Here the structure is assumed to have no loss (there is no R) and all cells are identical
including the coupling between cells. The cell geometry and the coupling between the different
cells are already adjusted for a given operating mode. This representation can be used only
when the coupling is not too large. When the cell geometry and materials are determined, the
values of L, C and C are known.

This circuit is equivalent to mid-shunt circuits in series. It becomes:
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Fig. 2 : Second equivalent circuit of electrically coupled structure

j
where Xser{u) - jLu-— (1)

*M = -jL- (2)

Two conditions must be fulfilled at the same time to match the structure on a forward wave
operating in the mode type Ae-^wt~8^ where O is the phase advance per cell. First, the current
from one cell to the next must give lp+\ = 1ve~^\ there is no reflected wave. Then, according
to the structure periodicity, the mid-shunt circuit input impedance must be equal to the output
impedance and must bo the same for any cell. The following equations are obtained:



Y,2 = YY.er(l + -£-) (4)

Substituting A"ser(w) and X(w) by their expressions (1) and (2), one gets the well-known
dispersion equation:

w2 = Ji (1 - kcosO) (7)
, , 2 7 1 1 2

where * = ^ ~ = ^ + ^

and ua ~ 2vfa = . / —

V / 7

This shows that for given geometry and materials, the mode matching occurs when the
frequency satisfies equation (5). This frequency is written as uig.

From (5), the expression of Z2
e gives:

= -AXHu0) \ = ^ = -4XHu9) tg*6- (8)

Since the circuit is without loss, X is purely imaginary, thus —X2 is positive and real, and Ze

is a pure resistance. This is not surprising since the matching occurs at the resonance. Then,
for the adaptation to 9 mode, Ze and Ye are written as:

tg{ (9)

Now, the first cavity which couples the waveguide to the travelling wave structure is added
and considered to be identical to the other cavities. The corresponding scheme is shown on
figure 3:
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Fig. 3 : Equivalent circuit of electrically coupled structure with input coupler



To take into account, the case of a detuned coupler cavity or the effects of fringing fields at the
beam entrance hole, it is convenient to add some arbitrary reactances to the circuit, which are
frequency independent. The corresponding three elements shown on figure 4 can simulate any
coupling system which does not depend on the frequency within the passband of the structure.

coupler cavity

Fig. 4 '• Equivalent circuit of electrically coupled structure
with input coupler and arbitrary traclances

It is simple to show (see Annex A) that for the electrically coupled structure, within the pass-
band defined by equation (5), the impedance X(u) is approximately independent of frequency
and that Xser(u) is linear with frequency.

X(u)=--4- ^

A'.,rr(u>) = jLu- —- ~
Cu

•V/2

- 2

(11)

(12)

Hence, the circuit is equivalent to fig. 5, or to fig. G when neglecting the part which does
not depend on the frequency. The second scheme, shown on fig. 6, will be used in the following.

frequency
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Fig. 5 : Equivalent circuit with input coupler
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Fig. 6 : Complete, equivalent circuit with part
independent of frequency forgotten



When the structure is matched to a given accelerating mode, the input impedance and
admittance, at u>g frequency, are:

Zc{6) =

Ye(8) =

2 °

9
™t 9 7;

(13)

(14)

The introduction of short-circuits in the first or second cavity will lead to reflected waves
and the input impedances are changed. For instance, according to fig. 7, a short-circuit in the
first cell gives:

^ m (w) = 2X

Vi»i(u>) = \

where A* and Y are about independent of frequency within the passband.

(15)

(16)

Xser Xs
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Fig. 7 : Equivalent circuit with the first, cell short-circuited

For a short-circuit in the second cavity, according to fig. 8, the formulae become:

Zin2{u;) = 2X-

Xser Xser
-E3-

Xser

2X[ 2X 2X[ 2X

(17)

(18)

Fig. S : Equivalent circuit, with the. second cell short-circuited



3 Magnetic coupling

Lot us consider now a structure operating in tin- backward wave mode, the corresponding
colls being magnetically coupled. This section shows that, in this case, similar mid-shunt circuit
series and impedance expressions are valid.

The magnetically coupled structure can be represented by fig. 9:

Fig. 9 : Equivalent circuit of magnetically coupled structure
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Fig. W : Magnetic coupling
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Fig. 11 : Equivalent magnetic coupling

Considering that the circuit of fig. 10 is equivalent to that of fig. 11, the equivalent RLC
circuit becomes:

2J(L-M)(O-

njMco
T

2J(L-M)CO-

Fig. 12 : Second equivalent circuit of magnetically coupled structure



Then, it can bo represented, as for the electrically coupled structure, by a series of mid-shunt
circuits (see fig. 13) where:

Xser(u) = 2J(L-M)--I- (19)
Lui

and A'(w) = jMu (20)

Xser Xser Xser Xser

~TJT°—EC
2XÙ D2X 2XD D2X

Fig. 13 : Third equivalent circuit of magnetically coupled structure

The matching conditions for the backward wave structure are similar to those obtained for
the forward wave structure provided the sign of the phase advance 0 between cells is reversed
(Ij1+1=JpC+'').

Hence, besides this sign difference, the same equations (3) to (6) are obtained for the match-
ing.

Substituting, in equation (5), X(u>) and Xser{u) by their new values gives the well-known
dispersion equation for a magnetically coupled structure:

where Ji =
2LC

u M

and k = -—
LJ

As shown in Annex B, X3eT(uj) and X(u) are respectively linear with frequency and constant
with a relative error of about 10~2.

Thus, the magnetically coupled structurels described by a series of mid-shunt circuits entirely
identical to that of the electrically coupled structure. The introduction of the coupler cavity
and the use of the same approximations give the same circuits and expressions, mainly for the
equations (13) to (17) which give Ze, Z{n\ and Zi112.



4 Smith chart for the admittance

The expressions for the input admittances found in the previous sections will be used to
const met a Smith chart in the case of electric or magnetic coupling.

First, the input admittances of the structure are calculated for different situations:
- when the structure is matched on mode 6, the admittance becomes:

Ye(O) = ̂ p- cotgi (22)

- when the first cell is short-circuited, at all frequencies of the passband, the admittance is:

Vi«i(w) = y (23)

- when the frequency is equal to U)Q, corresponding to the operating mode, and the second cell
is short-circuited, the equation (18) gives:

Y(\+2casO)
2 ( 1 - Icosv )

- when the frequency is Un^, the formulae (6) and (18) reduce to:

V.erK/2) \ (25)

YM(UVH) = - y (26)

• finally, when the frequency is the average between Ug and U^j2:

um = -(v$ +u* IT),

and since XseT{u) is linear with frequency, one gets:

*«r(wm) = \(XseT(ue) + XseT(^/2)) = -2(2 - cosO)X

Y(i+ cose) Y 2e
and YM(Um) = - I [ r r ^ y = - y «tf-. ^ (2.)

For a travelling wave structure matched to the 6 mode, there is no reflected wave at frequency
W(j and the reflection coefficient is equal to 1. To construct the Smith chart, in that condition,
all input admittances are normalized to Yc(uig) and become:

= +1 (28)

Y f6

YAu o) V-Y2 2
Yini(um) Y 9 Y n-0

™*4
-\ 2 2

Y (1+2COS0) J Y
fg =

(l-2cos9) fg 9 ^ (



As the riiTuits are assumed to have no loss, j/,-,,1 and Ij1n^ are purely imaginary- According
to the* expression of }' in the case of:

- electric coupling, Y in eq. (2) is purely capacitive and }_ $ = +j, - magnetic coupling, Y in

eq. (20) is purely inductive and X 7 7 = — j .

Moreover, the expression

where p is the reflection coefficient and b is real, gives after simple calculations \p\ - 1, and p
can he written as:

p = c3".

Thus, y becomes:

y = Jb= -j tg-,

and Xm(p) is of same sign as —b.

With these remarks, the Smith charts for the admittance are directly drawn for any 9 between
0 and Tr (Svje fig. 14).

For the understanding of the measurement procedure, it is important to make the following
remarks about these plots.

The points corresponding to j/,-ni(w) and yin2(«m) are always opposite on the circle \p\ = 1.
The angles (yini(w),yin(2(u1T/2)) and (yin\(w),VM(UO)) have the same absolute values but are

opposite; the points 2/ini(w), ijin2{uK/2) and VM(UO) draw a shape like a "Y". The absolute
values of the foregoing angles increase as 26 with a mode 0 between 0 and jr/2. When 9 is equal
to 7r/2, the two points ^7,2(^^/2) ancl î/in2(wj) are identical, the two upper branches of the "Y''
are crossing. Then, for the modes 6 between TT/2 and IT the points 2/t-n2(wjr/2) a n d Vin2(ug) are
reversed relatively to the diameter defined by 2/,ni(w) and the angles become equal to 2(7r — 6)
In the case 0 < 9 < 7r/2 as well as in the case 7r/2 < 9 < TT, the angles (yin\(u),y^2(^^12)) a n ^
(yin\(u),yini(uo)) are equal to 26 modulus 2w in terms of absolute values.

Moreover, for an operating mode 9, when the short-circuit is moved from the first cell to
the second, the wave moves back and forth once more in one cell. Thus, the additional phase
advance is equal to 29 and thus the representative points of ytr,i(we) and yin2(uo) are separeted,
on the Smith chart diagram, by an angle of 29 modulus 27T too.

Finally, it is obvious that the magnetic coupling plots are obtained from the electric coupling
plots by the symmetry of axis 7le(p) which is normal since for the electric case and the magnetic
case the y's are conjugated. The branches 2/^2(^/2)1 Vin2(ue) are reversed.



A-Case of electric coupling B-Case of magnetic coupling
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Fig. 1/, : Smith chart, plots for any 9 operating merit
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5 Procedure to match the coupler cavity

This part describes a measurement procedure to determine the optimum rectangular aperture
between the waveguide and the coupler cavity which gives proper coupling and tuning for the
accelerating structure operating in the mode 0.

Since the structure has to operate in the travelling wave mode, the rf measurements can be
made from the input waveguide in a reflection mode. The procedure needs the coupler cavity
to be tunable, typically using a tuner, and to be followed by one or more accelerating cells in
which a short-circuit can be moved. The accelerating cavities do not have to be exactly tuned ;
the input coupler is the only cavity tuned during the procedure.

Experimentally, the measurement of the amplitude and phase differences between the inci-
dent and reflected signals of the structure allows to obtain the reflection coefficient p and the
construction of each point of the aforegoing Smith chart. The following way is possible:

1. first, measure the reflection coefficient at frequency u>m with the coupler CP'.'ity short-
circuited.

2. at frequency u>m too, but the second cavity short-circuited, move the tuner until the
corresponding point at 180" from the foregoing point is obtained.

.'5. Take the measurement data at the two frequencies uv/2
 a"d ^O with always the second

cavity short-circuited but without changing the position of the tuner.

If the data points fall as in figure M, the angle is just equal to 2{ir - 6) when 7r/2 < 9 < n or 20
when 0 < B < w/2; the coupling is correct.

Generally, the first measurement is made with an undercoiiplcd cavity in order to be able
to remove metal at the coupling aperture (and then to adjust it). In that case, the measured
points present an angle less than 2(TT - 0) or 26. The hole must be increased, thus the coupling
is increased too and, in the same time, the coupler cavity is a bit detuned. There, the steps 1,
2 and 3 are reperted, the aperture is increased again until the correct plot is found. Then the
coupler cavity is tuned and matched to the 0 mode.

6 Conclusion

The method described here can be easily used to match the coupling aperture to a travelling
wave structure operating in any 9 mode between 0 and w, and coupled by either electric or
magnetic fields. It has the advantage of concerning only one coupler. It also allows initial
adjustment steps to start whith a wrong coupler frequency and to anticipate the fine geometrical
ndjustements.
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ANNEX
Variations of X and A'ser with frequency

This section presents the simple calculations which allow to consider X(u>) as constant and
.Yscr(w) as linear with frequency, in an electrically or magnetically coupled structure.

A. Case of an electrically coupled structure

Substituting in equation (5) Xscr(u>) and X(w) by their values, one obtains:

)

thus for 9 = n/2, Lu>l/2 = J 7 + j , . (33)n/2, Lu>l/2 = J +

Then, Xsf.T(u>) can be written as:

+ )Cu C C u>l
T/2

With Ui = u>^j2 + Aw, it becomes:

,2C . w . Au;
AVr(w) = T T 2 - { ( 7 7 + 1Kl + — ) - ( — - A — ) } • (3-D

Within the passband, ^^- is often equal to about 10 2 or less; the last formula can be expanded

to the first order, then one gets:

For a small coupling ^ — k < 10~2, and the equation gives:

A-,,rM=-i-{(^) + 2-^-}. (35)
C u-v/2 C uv/2

So, the expression of XseT(u>) can be assimilated to a linear function with frequency within the
passband, with a. relative error of only 10~2.

With similar approximations, one gets for A'(^)-'



If t he deve lopment is l imited t o zero o rde r , A - (u ) is a b o u t cons t an t wi th in t h e p a s s b a n d , witIi

t h e s a m e re la t ive e r ro r less t h a n JO""2:

. Y ( w ) ~ - - 2 — . (37)
^ w / 2

It is interesting to note that the use of these two approximated equations (35) and (37) leads
to the following disportion equation:

^cosO) where k ~ ^7 < 10~2. (38)

B. Case of a magnetically coupled structure

When the coupling is magnetic, a similar way allows to find the corresponding approximated
ations of A*scr(a;) and X(u>).

The dispersion equation (5) gives:

cosO = 1 +
2jMu>

and for d = TT/2, 2l,u)2
n/2 = —. (30)

The impedance XXCT(u>) becomes:

} 2 j L ( L J )
Cu) u)

—) + 2jLiJK/2{l+—- . J ^ , ) (40)

A/ Au M
~ 2jLurf2{(2-—) -}

L U>i,/2 Li

For a small coupling k = ̂ r < 10~2, one obtains with a relative error of 10~2:

A ' , e r ( w ) ~ - 2 j i w i r / 2 ( - ^ - 2 ; ^ ) . ('H)

Moreover, the expression of the admittance X(LJ) is:

X(u)) =jMu - jMu)K/2(\ + ——). (-12)

M



And a development liniitod to (lie zero order pi vos wit Ii a relative error of IO 2:

/ 2 . (43)

Finally, as in the case of the electrically coupled structure, these aproximated expressions
(11) and (43) give the dispersion equation:

+ -cosO), where Jfc = — < 10~2. (44)
2. L


